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ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately 15 single-spacedtypewritten lines)

On December 11, 2015, at 4:16 a.m. CST, with the plant operating at 83 percent power, the high pressure core spray system (HPCS)
was declared inoperable following the failure of the operating chiller in the Division 2 control building ventilation system (HVK).
Chiller "D" was in service when it tripped automatically due to a high bearing temperature signal. The "C" chiller in the Division 1
subsystem automatically started as designed, and was confirned to be operating correctly within approximately 5 minutes. The
Technical Specifications for the Division 3 DC distribution system requires that the HPCS system be immediately declared inoperable.
This condition potentially causes the I-PCS system to be incapable of performing its safety function. The investigation determined that,
during a recent corrective maintenance activity, too much oil was added to the chiller prior to its return to service. A subsequent load
increase on the chiller caused excess oil to migrate into the compressor sump, where it contributed to the high bearing temperature
condition. The HVK system continued to support the safety function of Division 3 electrical equipment after chiller trip, since the time
required to restore an operable chiller is significantly less than the time limit for restoration of equipment room cooling. This event had
no actual adverse effect on the ability of the Division 3 HPCS electrical system to perform its design safety function since there was
more than sufficient time to align the other chiller in the same division to provide control building switchgear room cooling. This event,
thus, did not Constitute an actual loss of the ability of the HPCS system to perform its design safety function.
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REPORTED CONDITION
On December 11, 2015, at 4:16 a.m. CST, with the plant operating at 83 percent power, the high pressure core spray system (HPCS)
(BG) was declared inoperable following the failure of the operating chiller (**CHUJ**) in the Division 2 control building ventilation
(HVK) system. HVK chiller "D" was in service when it automatically tripped due to a high bearing temperature signal.' The "C"
chiller in the Division 1 HVK subsystem automatically started as designed, and was confirmed to be operating normally within
approximately 5 minutes. The "B" chiller was aligned to the standby configuration approximately 23 minutes after the "D" chiller
tripped. The HPCS system was again declared operable at 4:39 a.m.
The HVK system provides cooling to the equipment rooms housing the battery chargers and inverters for the safety-related onsite
electrical distribution systems. The loss of cooling to the various equipment rooms in the control building requires that the supported
equipment in those areas be declared inoperable. The Technical Specifications for the Division 3 DC distribution system requires that
the HPCS system be immediately declared inoperable. This condition potentially causes the HIPCS system to be incapable of
performing its safety function, and is, thus, reportable in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v)(D).
CAUSAL ANALYSIS
HVK chiller "D" had recently undergone corrective maintenance to replace an oil seal on the compressor drive shaft. When the unit
was being prepared for return to service, oil was added to raise the level to the band required by the operator's logs. The chiller was
started on December 8, and operated until the automatic trip on the December 11. During this period, a change in the prevailing
weather conditions caused the load on the compressor to increase significantly. When the load increases on this type of chiller, the oil
inventory tends to migrate from the evaporator to the compressor sump, raising the oil level as monitored in the compressor sight
glasses. This rise in level was sufficient to cause the compressor drive gears to entrain oil, increasing the load on the driveshaft
bearings. The bearing temperature increased to the point where it caused an automatic trip of the compressor.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS to PREVENT RECURRENCE
The following actions are being planned to address the causes of this event:
*The acceptance criterion for compressor oil level on the operators' logs will be revised to lower the upper end of the range.
*Maintenance instructions will be revised to provide for optimization of oil inventory prior to return to service.
These actions are being tracked in the site corrective action program.
PRIOR OCCURRENCE EVALUATION

No previous similar events have been reported at River Bend Station in the last three years.
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SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE
Within the bounds of the site accident analysis, there is a plausible (albeit, highly unlikely) scenario in which a complete loss of offsite
power occurs following an unrelated failure of the operating H1KV chiller, concurrent with the assumed failure of the emergency diesel
generator in the division opposite that of the failed chiller.
Each of the two divisions of the HVK system has two 100 percent capacity chillers. The chilled water and service water subloops are
configured such that manual operator action is required to shift service between the two chillers within a division. In the normal
alignment, one chiller is carrying the building heat loads, and one chiller in the opposite division is in standby, capable of
automatically starting in the event that the running chiller fails.
An unanticipated trip of an operating chiller automatically initiates the start sequence of the standby chiller. If the start of that standby
chiller is closely followed by the loss of offsite power, the assumed subsequent failure of the diesel generator then leaves the HVK
system with no chillers aligned for service. These circumstances result in the failure of the cooling function of the HYK system until
the operators take the manual actions. The maximum time needed to perform the realignment has been conservatively estimated to be
76 minutes. Calculations have determined temperatures in the Division 3 equipment rooms will remain below the 122 F limit of the
equipment for at least 24 hours.
In the event on December 11, the "C" chiller automatically started as designed, and it was confirmed to be operating correctly within
approximately 5 minutes. The HVK system continued to support the safety function of Division 3 electrical equipment after chiller
trip, since the time required to restore an operable chiller is significantly less than the time limit for restoration of equipment room
cooling. This event had no adverse effect on the ability of the Division 3 H-]PCS electrical system to perform its design safety function
following the trip of a HVK chiller since there is more than sufficient time to align the other chiller in the same division to provide
control building switchgear room.
(NOTE: Energy Industry Component Identification codes are annotated as (**XX**))
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